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**Plan**

- **Sec**
- **Timber Panel Infill**
- **Timber Frame**
- **Plaster Molding**
- **MS Door Grill**

**Elevation**

- **Type - D13**
- **Size - 1700 x 3070 MM**
- **NOS - 1**
- **Material - Timber**

**Details**

- **Axioph of Arch:** (+3070)
- **Springing Line of Arch:** (+2385)
- **Fin Floor Level:** (+0.00)
- **Plaster Molding**
- **Fixed Wooden Jali**
- **Frosted Glass**
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**Type - V1**
Size - 1300 X 955 MM
Material - Timber

**Type - V2**
Size - 1020 X 800 MM
Material - Timber

APEX OF ARCH: (+3435)  
SPRINGING LINE OF ARCH: (+3280)
SILL LEVEL: (+2480)
FIN FLOOR LEVEL: (±0.00)

**Elevation Scale 1:25**
**Section Scale 1:25**
**Plan Scale 1:25**
WINDOW DETAILS

TYPE - W7
SIZE - 1020 x 1350 MM
NOS. - -
MATERIAL - TIMBER

APEX OF ARCH (+2350)
SPRINGING LINE OF ARCH 1: (+2200)
SILL LEVEL: (+650)
FIN FLOOR LEVEL: (+0.00)

PLAN

OUTSIDE

PLASTER MOULDING
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TIMBER FRAME

INLSE

FROSTED GLASS PANEL INFILL

MS WINDOW GRILL
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SCALE - 1:25

LINTEL LEVEL 1: (+2160)
LINTEL LEVEL 2: (+3210)
INTERNAL FF LEVEL: (+100)
FIN FLOOR LEVEL: ±0.00

TOP LEVEL OF PARTITION: (+3420)
LINTEL LEVEL 2: (+3210)
LINTEL LEVEL 1: (+2200)
FIN FLOOR LEVEL: (+10.00)

FIN FLOOR LEVEL: ±0.00
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**PLAN**

**SEC**

**SCALE - 1:25**

**TYPE - P3**
**SIZE - 2990 x 2360 MM**
**NOS. - 1**
**MATERIAL - TIMBER**

**ELEVATION**
**SCALE - 1:25**

- **LINTEL LEVEL 2:** (+2200)
- **LINTEL LEVEL 1:** (+2055)
- **FIN FLOOR LEVEL:** (+0.00)
- **TOP LEVEL OF PARTITION 1 AND 2:** (+2360)
- **INTERNAL FF LEVEL:** (+100)
- **BOTTOM TIMBER MEMBER**

**SECTION**
**SCALE - 1:25**

- **OUTSIDE**
- **INSIDE**
- **TIMBER FRAMING POST**
- **WOODEN DOOR PANEL INFILL**
- **FIXED WOODEN PANEL**
- **TOP LEVEL OF PARTITION 1 AND 2:** (+2360)
- **INTERNAL FF LEVEL:** (+100)
- **FIN FLOOR LEVEL:** (+0.00)

**PLAN**
**SCALE - 1:25**

- **INSIDE**
- **OUTSIDE**
- **TIMBER PANEL INFILL**
- **TIMBER FRAME**
- **TIMBER POST**
TIMBER POST
FIXED FROSTED
GLASS PANEL

ELE 1

ELE 2

ELE 3

ELE 4

TERRACE
ROOM

FIN FLOOR LEVEL: ±0.00
SILL LEVEL: +1220
LINTEL LEVEL: +2300
TOP OF PARTITION LEVEL: +2970
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SIZE - 3215 x 1750 MM
NOS. - 1
MATERIAL - TIMBER
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SCALE - 1:25
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11. Library, Garden & Terrace

KEY PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE - 1:225
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